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THE PITCH

This paper proposes a way for the Australian Government to acquire maritime war-fighting capability quickly and
affordably while promoting Australian industry and the continuous Naval Shipbuilding Program. It would deliver
substantial new maritime capability in the next few years, in contrast to the current investment program, and it
would introduce a transformative force structure for the price of one or two traditional large multi-role platforms.
This would address key challenges faced by the ADF by enabling it to transition more quickly to a force structure that
better supports operating concepts employing distributed lethality and greater use of autonomous systems and
human–machine teaming.

The problem space
Two things have become clear so far in the Covid-19 crisis. The first is that the competition between the US and
China will continue to intensify. The Chinese Communist Party has become more emboldened and likely to disrupt
the regional order. The willingness and the ability of the US to preserve the existing order is even more in question.
This has implications for regional stability and consequently for Australia’s security. Even before the Covid-19
crisis struck, the government indicated that its current defence force structure plan needed revision to meet our
increasing strategic risk. While the government hasn’t stated what its new defence capability ambitions are, it will
need to acquire greater self-reliant capability sooner than the existing investment plan delivers.
Second, countries have recognised that the decline of indigenous industrial capability and excessive reliance on
global supply chains for essential commodities are vulnerabilities. The government has suggested that to address
this it will seek to rebuild Australian manufacturing capability. It had already begun to do this in the defence
sector through the implementation of its 2016 Defence Industry Policy Statement,1 but further rapid investment in
defence-sector manufacturing could also be a stimulus to promote recovery from the economic impact of Covid-19
as well as being in our strategic interests. The government’s recent announcement of the construction of six new
Cape-class patrol boats that weren’t part of Defence’s Integrated Investment Program would appear to be a clear
statement of its intent.2
However, despite the size of the government’s $200-billion defence investment program, that plan isn’t well
placed to respond to either of those challenges. Core planks of the investment program are still several years away
from starting construction, and many of those that are delivering now are sending most of their dollars offshore.
Consequently, the current plan offers few opportunities for large stimulus spending.
Moreover, with delivery of the three Hobart-class destroyers now complete, the current plan, touted as the largest
recapitalisation of the Navy since World War II, doesn’t deliver any new war-fighting vessels for a decade. The
repeated mantra of supporters of the Future Submarine Program is that, by 2030, 50% of the world’s submarines will
be in our region. Yet the current plan doesn’t provide a new submarine until 2034 and it might not increase the size
of the submarine fleet until the 2040s. It doesn’t provide another surface combatant equipped with a towed sonar
array until 2030. Despite China now outbuilding the US Navy in surface combatants, the current plan doesn’t get any
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new missile-equipped ships to sea until 2030. Even then, the new ships and submarines merely replace the current
ones on a one-for-one basis for a further decade. The problem is not just in the number of vessels, but in other
systems; there are no weaponised drones in the Navy’s investment plan, for example.
With that $200-billion war chest, Defence should be striving to deliver more war-fighting capability sooner. It can,
while also delivering an economic stimulus to Australian defence industry.

What this paper is proposing
At the core of this proposal is the accelerated acquisition of more offshore patrol vessels (OPVs). The Department
of Defence is acquiring 12 OPVs to perform constabulary and border-protection tasks. However, they have
considerable inherent potential to contribute to war fighting across the spectrum of operations. Due to their flexible
design and design margins, these vessels can be modified to deliver a range of variants optimised for a broad
spectrum of war-fighting roles:
•

anti-submarine warfare (ASW)

•

anti-surface maritime strike

•

support for autonomous and unmanned systems

•

offensive and defensive mine warfare

•

air warfare

•

light amphibious and riverine operations and support to special forces.

The key is to resist the temptation to turn each OPV into a multi-role vessel that attempts to do everything.
That path will result only in exponentially spiralling cost, schedule and risk.
Rather, this paper proposes an accelerated acquisition of a larger number of OPVs—indicatively, 18 rather than the
current 12, not including any mine warfare vessels—that would be optimised for different roles. They would operate
in artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled teams that would form and reform as needed to provide the commander with
many options while confusing and disrupting the adversary. The teams would consist not only of the OPVs and their
autonomous systems, but also Defence’s traditional platforms such as frigates, destroyers and submarines; air
combat and maritime patrol aircraft; and even land forces such as special forces and long-range fires.
These adaptively reconfigured swarms would employ enabling technologies such as a common control system
that would allow a human operator to command multiple autonomous systems of different kinds, as well as
state-of-the-art AI-enabled spectrum management to ensure that increasing amounts of sensor data could be
shared and command and control of both manned and unmanned platforms could be preserved.
This model would accelerate Defence’s adoption of autonomous systems and distributed operating concepts.
Moreover, it would deliver substantial new maritime capability much more quickly than the current investment
program. This transformative force structure would cost roughly the same as one or two traditional large
multi-role platforms.
Due to their relative simplicity, additional OPVs could be built quickly at Civmec’s state-of-the-art shipbuilding
facility at Henderson in Western Australia. This wouldn’t compete for workforce or skills with the future frigate
and submarine programs being conducted in South Australia.
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KEY PROBLEMS FACING
THE GOVERNMENT
AND DEFENCE
The government and the Defence organisation face significant problems. Some are related to the Covid-19
crisis. Some relate to things that Defence does or doesn’t have. Some relate to the way Defence thinks and acts.
All relate to the military capability that Defence will have in the next decade to address Australia’s worsening
strategic outlook.

Problem 1
The centrepieces of the government’s naval shipbuilding plan—the Attack-class future submarine program
(SEA 1000) and the Hunter-class future frigate program (SEA 5000)—don’t provide significant opportunity for
stimulus spending because both are still in the design phase. Most jobs are in construction, and that won’t start
for two more years in the case of the frigates and three or four in the case of the submarines. Best practice shows
that starting construction before the design is mature leads to cost and schedule blowouts and is something that
both programs have quite rightly sought to avoid, albeit with the effect of delivering capability very slowly against a
rapidly changing technological, strategic and economic background.
Moreover, since both programs appear to have received all the cash they have needed to date, throwing more
money at them to accelerate the design probably won’t speed things up; the bottleneck isn’t a lack of money,
but a shortage of people with the right design, engineering and systems integration skills.

Problem 2
The frigate and submarine programs won’t provide even an initial operational capability until around 2030 and 2034,
respectively. They truly are the future frigate and future submarine programs. The current platforms will need to
remain in service much longer than intended in order provide the required quality and quantity of capability.
A need for both more and better maritime capability could occur abruptly in the near future—and the current
investment plan has little capacity to react. The submarine and frigate programs have been designed to function
like a machine optimised for industry, building ships on a two-year drumbeat that provides industry and labour with
certainty of work, but not at a rate that delivers Australia the military capability it needs. Consequently, existing
platforms will outnumber the new ones until the late 2030s, even though they’ll be well into their 30s or even 40s.

Problem 3
Even if that machine could be sped up, it would require massively increased cash flow. With the submarine stream
already likely to require $1.5–2 billion per year when production is up and running, and the frigate program around
$1.5 billion, accelerating the drumbeat from one every two years to one a year in each class could cost around
another $3 billion per year. That bill could eat nearly half of Defence’s capital equipment budget.

Key problems facing the government and Defence

Problem 4
Despite the Navy’s Mahanian ideology that it exists to protect sea lanes of communication, its force structure
isn’t designed for that and most likely couldn’t do it. Its surface fleet is built around small numbers of extremely
expensive platforms that are primarily designed to defend themselves. That means it doesn’t have the lethality
needed to destroy a peer adversary seeking to challenge for control of those sea lanes. Nor does it have the quantity
of vessels needed to protect them against asymmetric adversaries who might seek to interdict trade on those sea
lanes, whether by submarines, small surface combatants or some other form of raider. That situation might be
acceptable if we could continue to rely on the US’s armed forces to provide lethality and mass, but the uncertainty
of that proposition lies at the core of our current strategic dilemma.3

Problem 5
Because it often regards unmanned and autonomous systems simply as poor replacements for traditional manned
platforms, Defence tends to overlook the benefits they offer.4 Defence has focused on their capability risk rather
than their disruptive potential. Consequently, it has underinvested in both resources and imagination. While there
are commendable pockets of innovation and excellence, its adoption of unmanned and autonomous systems has
largely been piecemeal and in some areas lags other militaries by as much as two decades. In many respects, it lags
the commercial sector. Terrorists have also proven to be more agile adopters of destructive new technologies.
The result is that Defence is now just getting into some systems as the US military is moving beyond them.5

Problem 6
As anti-ship weapons develop increasingly lethal combinations of ever greater range, precision, discrimination,
stealth and speed, other military forces, such as the US Navy and the US Marine Corps (USMC), are recognising the
need to move to new operating concepts that will allow surface ships to survive and continue to fight in the face of
such threats. These concepts are based on distributed lethality. Squadrons of big ships working closely together
are easily identified and become vulnerable targets. They also operate in predictable ways. Sensors, weapons,
processors and communications systems therefore need to be distributed widely across many more smaller,
cheaper platforms, many of which will be unmanned, whether in the air, on the surface or under the water.6
Experimentation by the US think tank, the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessment (CSBA), has shown
that disaggregated concepts and force structures enabled by AI generate more simultaneous kill-chain options,
thereby imposing decision dilemmas on the adversary to counter all those options. These approaches employ force
structures that make greater use of smaller platforms as well as unmanned and autonomous systems. This provides
greater ability to absorb losses and keep fighting. CSBA terms this concept ‘mosaic warfare’.7
Defence is heading in the opposite direction, building small numbers of ever bigger vessels that result in
concentrated vulnerability rather than distributed lethality.

Problem 7
With its ever-deepening commitment to ever bigger, more expensive ships, Defence is pricing itself out of the game.
The US Navy’s chief, Admiral Michael Gilday, has acknowledged that it’s on a trajectory that even the US Department
of Defense’s deep pockets can’t afford:
I know that the future fleet has to include a mix of unmanned. We can’t continue to wrap $2 billion ships around
96 missile tubes in the numbers we need to fight in a distributed way, against a potential adversary that is
producing capability and platforms at a very high rate of speed. We have to change the way we are thinking.8
The US Navy and USMC are actively encouraging analyses of alternative force structures that move away from very
large, expensive manned platforms to mixes of smaller manned and unmanned platforms.9 The US Navy has begun
acquiring autonomous unmanned ships, not merely small vehicles deployed from manned ships. To free up cash to
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invest in innovations, it’s even debating reducing the number of aircraft carriers, the traditional crown jewels of its
force structure, but which come with a US$13 billion price tag and a hefty sustainment bill in perpetuity.
In contrast, our navy is doubling down on increasingly expensive manned platforms, wrapping $3 billion ships
around 32 missile tubes. This is financially unsustainable by any metric and seems a classic case of diminishing
capability returns for dollars spent. Even if the defence budget increases as planned, Australia could still be
spending close to 10% of the entire defence budget and 25–30% of Defence’s acquisition budget on domestic
shipbuilding programs. In comparison, the US spends around 3–4% of its defence budget on shipbuilding. Here,
shipbuilding will crowd out other priorities—even before we start talking about the cost of sustaining future classes
of vessels, which is likely to be two to three times the cost of current classes.10

Problem 8
Defence is caught in a vicious cycle hindering it from introducing highly autonomous systems. Because the
technologies are underdeveloped, it has limited ability to experiment with them. Because it has limited ability to
experiment with them, it doesn’t develop an awareness of their disruptive potential. Because it isn’t aware of their
disruptive potential, it doesn’t invest in them. Because it doesn’t invest in them, the technologies don’t develop.
Defence needs to break out of that cycle. While parts of Defence are actively engaging with autonomous
technologies, it needs to find ways to accelerate its take-up of autonomous systems. It can’t afford to wait for
perfect knowledge, perfect doctrine and operating concepts, and perfect technology to somehow develop in
the future. This acceleration could occur in different ways: by introducing more unmanned systems with limited
autonomy into service, or by greater use of manned–unmanned teams, or even by manned systems acting as
proxies for autonomous systems.
There are examples of Defence and industry making ambitious ‘big bets’ on autonomous systems, such as Boeing
Australia’s Airpower Teaming System, better known as Loyal Wingman (Figure 1). A key factor in getting Defence’s
‘buy-in’ to the concept appears to be that the system is intended to be part of a manned–unmanned system, rather
than a leap into a fully autonomous future.11
Figure 1: Boeing Australia’s Airpower Teaming System, aka Loyal Wingman—an example of a big bet on
autonomous systems

Source: Boeing Australia, online.
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Problem 9
Perhaps an even more fundamental problem is that Defence continually tries to design the perfect force structure
of the future now. Great effort is put into finely crafting a solution that may be delivered in decades’ time. The 2009
Defence White Paper had the goal of ‘Force 2030’. In that White Paper, the first future submarine was to enter service
in 2025; that is, 16 years into the future. Eleven years down the track, the first future submarine is hardly any closer;
it’s still 14 years away.
Yet those finely crafted plans for the far future consume resources badly needed for the present and the near future
and become intellectual and financial shackles on the present. The future submarine and frigate between them
will consume nearly $1 billion this year, well before construction has even begun. Throughout the rest of the 2020s,
they’ll consume well over $20 billion before they provide any war-fighting capability.
Despite its constant use of the term ‘agility’, Defence has locked itself into plans that handcuff its agility. Those plans
for the distant future also act as a straightjacket on its thinking about how to address the challenges of the present.
Any idea to provide capability sooner is assessed through the lens of how it affects the cash flow or workforce or
transition plan for the far future force.
Planning for the far future is fine if you’re confident that threats won’t eventuate until then and the technologies
you’re heavily investing in over the next couple of decades will be the right ones should those threats eventuate
some day.
But we can’t be sure, so we need to hedge against those ‘silver bullet’ programs. The global disruption from Covid-19
that hit overnight demonstrates the risk in inflexible plans that play out over decades. We need also work with what
we have now, using it and evolving it to deliver capability now, rather than waiting for silver bullets that will be here
in 15 or 20 years.
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WHAT ARE WE TRYING
TO ACHIEVE?
In this section, I examine the attributes that a solution to the challenges outlined in the previous section would
need to have.

Some constraining assumptions
Attempts to address these problems must take real-world constraints into account. The first is that it’s highly
unlikely that the government will cancel megaprojects such as the future frigate and future submarine. Regardless
of the arguments for and against (and there are arguments to keep going, at least for now), both the government
and Defence have invested so much credibility in the projects that cancellation won’t occur until key risks have
been realised more starkly. Moreover, at a time when the government is seeking to keep people in jobs, turning off
those programs would create uncertainty in defence industry and put people out of work, regardless of whatever
follows them.
The second is that convincing Defence and the Navy to start programs to produce fully autonomous unmanned
ships (that is, vessels that aren’t launched from large platforms but can operate autonomously, such as those
that the US Navy is currently pursuing) is culturally and technologically a bridge too far at this point.12 Moreover,
establishing such programs would take time and wouldn’t be likely to deliver an economic stimulus in the
short term.

What we can do
But there are things we can do to address the problems outlined above quickly and affordably. First, the Navy needs
more vessels, regardless of whether they’re manned or unmanned, to provide greater presence and the ability to
inflict and absorb losses. Even before we start considering contemporary concepts such as distributed lethality,
the historical lesson of maritime warfare is that demand for minor war vessels increases exponentially once conflict
starts. By the end of World War II, the US Navy had 586 mine warfare vessels, 1,204 patrol vessels and 1,267 auxiliary
vessels. The Royal Navy had 1,319 patrol vessels.13
In the lead-up to World War II, Australia had the foresight to design and start construction of the Bathurst class.
Technically classified as minesweepers, but commonly known as corvettes, these 56 Australian vessels were
‘maids-of-all-work’ performing minesweeping, ASW (including successfully destroying enemy submarines), convoy
escort, air defence, troop transport and maritime surveying. Sixty vessels (including four for India) were built in eight
Australian shipyards, which reached production of two vessels per month.14
Second, the vessels need to be affordable enough that they can be acquired in quantity. That means they can’t have
such an extensive list of requirements placed upon them that they become another 8,000-tonne future frigate that’s
over twice the size of the ship it’s replacing and costs billions of dollars per vessel.

What are we trying to achieve?

Third, that means we need to reverse the trend of aggregating capabilities in multi-role vessels, but instead
distribute capabilities across vessels, whether manned or unmanned. Every ship can’t be all things to all people.
We need affordable vessels, each of which does a small number of things well. However, in aggregate, with each
other and other platforms, they’ll be able to do many things well, and indeed better than small numbers of
traditional multi-role platforms.
Fourth, in order to avoid the proliferation of large numbers of separate classes, we need a base design—or reference
ship—that’s an adaptable platform with the space and weight margins and capacity to generate a number of
variants to perform different roles. Space, weight and power capacity is required for ‘toolboxes’ of autonomous
systems to be quickly attached as required. This is the approach many navies are taking to deal with mine
countermeasures (MCM). It could be extended to a much wider set of missions, such as ASW, anti-surface strike,
anti-air warfare and so on, which could rely on a mix of permanently installed weapons and sensors as well as
interchangeable autonomous vehicles and vessels.
Fifth, the vessel needs to facilitate the Navy’s transition to much greater use of autonomous systems. There are
two aspects to this. The vessel must be able to serve as a mothership for unmanned air, surface and underwater
vehicles. One of the problems with small unmanned systems is that they don’t have long range, or, if they do have
long range (such as underwater gliders), they’re slow. The vessel needs to compensate for this.
But more than that, it needs to be able to allow Defence to develop a better understanding of what kinds of
functions in ships can be automated and what kinds of ships can be entirely automated. That is, it should serve
as a proxy for autonomous systems as the Navy and Defence explore autonomous technologies and operating
concepts. It needs to contribute to a program of work to develop autonomous systems that may eventually make
the vessel redundant.
Sixth, the vessel also needs to contribute to the ADF’s development and adoption of operating concepts involving
distributed lethality. For example, it needs a sovereign common control system to enable manoeuvre and control
of robotic and autonomous systems across the force. It needs to have combat management and communication
systems facilitated by responsive spectrum management that allows it to operate within the developing
5th-generation combat cloud. It needs to contribute meaningful effects to the ADF’s war fighting. These could
be sensors, kinetic effects, electronic warfare, communications relays, disruption, deception and so on—but not
necessarily all of them on any single vessel.
Seventh, the vessel needs to be affordable enough to be acquired in quantity and simple enough to be built quickly.
Eighth, due to the difficulty the Navy has encountered in recruitment, the vessel needs a small crew. Moreover,
it should be able to employ a flexible crewing model, so that teams can be assigned to the vessels as needed for
particular roles and missions.
Finally, the vessel needs to be mature and in production so that it can deliver capability benefits quickly as well as
contribute to immediate economic stimulus without lengthy design requirements.
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THE SOLUTION

In this section, I discuss a solution that delivers many of the attributes discussed in the previous section.
At the core of this solution is the OPV program which has already begun. But it can be expanded to accelerate
the implementation of distributed maritime warfighting concepts.

The Australian Maritime Shipbuilding & Export Group
There are two elements to the solution, and the groundwork for both has already been laid. The first is the
successful establishment of the minor war vessel stream of the government’s continuous Naval Shipbuilding
Program.15 In 2016, the government announced that it had selected the German company Lürssen as the designer
and prime contractor for the OPV under project SEA 1180—the central plank of the minor war vessel stream. Lürssen
has extensive experience in the digital design and construction of warships.
To build the OPVs, Lürssen has entered into a joint venture with the Australian company Civmec called the Australian
Maritime Shipbuilding & Export Group (AMSEG). Civmec has extensive experience in the design and construction
of complex systems for the mining and offshore oil and gas sectors. It has now built a state-of-the-art, digital
shipbuilding facility at Henderson in Western Australia, initially to build the OPVs (Figure 2).16 Lürssen and Civmec’s
ambition is to develop indigenous design capability to develop future vessels for Australia’s minor war vessel
stream, as well as to produce vessels for export.17
Figure 2: Artist’s impression of Civmec’s shipyard at Henderson, Western Australia

Source: Robbin Laird, ‘Industry and the Australian Arafura class offshore patrol vessel: the role of CIVMEC’, SLDinfo.com,
20 March 2020, online.

The solution

So far, the enterprise has worked extremely well. It’s a shining example of what the best kind of cooperation
between industry, the Navy and Defence’s project managers can achieve. It’s meeting its ambitious schedule.
Assembly of the first two OPVs in Adelaide using steel cut by Civmec in Henderson is well under way, and
construction of the third OPV, the first of the ten that will be built at Henderson, has started.18
With a constant media and parliamentary focus on shipbuilding jobs and percentages of local spend, it’s easy to lose
sight of the fact that the Naval Shipbuilding Plan isn’t about locking in and delivering particular numbers of certain
ship designs per se. It’s important to remember that the ultimate purpose of the plan is to develop a responsive
shipbuilding capability that can meet Australia’s maritime war-fighting needs as our strategic circumstances and
risks change. With the AMSEG, Australia has established the core of that capability for the minor war vessel stream.
Changing the number of vessels, or modifying the design, doesn’t indicate a failure of the shipbuilding plan. Rather,
it draws on the new shipbuilding capability that the plan intended to develop in order to deliver the maritime
capability Australia needs now.

The Arafura-class offshore patrol vessel
The second element of the solution is the OPV itself. The Navy is already getting a ship that can address many of
challenges discussed—the Arafura-class OPV (Figure 3). Straight out of the box, the OPV has many of the attributes
that I’ve listed. It has a range of 4,000 nautical miles (7,400 kilometres), which gets it far out into our region
(indicatively, to Fiji and back). With a top speed of 20 knots (37 km/h) it isn’t as fast as frigates and destroyers, but
comparable to the landing helicopter docks (LHDs). That speed and range allow it to compensate for the limitations
of small to medium-sized unmanned systems. With a large flight deck, stern launch ramp, and capacity to carry six
20-foot containers without interfering in boat or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) operations, it’s already well suited to
operate unmanned air, surface and underwater systems.
Figure 3: The reference design for the Arafura class, showing its large flight deck, as well as a stern ramp for boats

Source: Asian Military Review, attributed to Lürssen.
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It’s often described as a highly capable patrol or constabulary vessel, but it’s more than that. While it has only a
40-mm gun and the anti-ship missiles that were part of the reference ship design have been removed from the
Australian design, it’s inherently a warship. It has an operations room equipped with Saab’s Situational Awareness
System—a development of its 9LV modular combat system. In a far-sighted decision several years ago, Defence
decided to make Saab’s combat system common across its classes of vessels, including the Anzac- and Hunter-class
frigates. That means many modules delivering different elements of war-fighting functionality exist already, even if
they aren’t currently required for the OPV’s constabulary role.
Also, L3 Communications’ Integrated Electronic System, which includes navigation, communications and
platform management systems, provides the OPV with very advanced communications and situational awareness
capabilities.19 The OPV’s systems are designed from the ground up to integrate into the combat cloud. It’s both the
core of its own fleet of unmanned systems and a central node in the wider joint force.
Robbin Laird has outlined the vessel’s physical potential:
The Royal Australian Navy has clearly gone through a process of choosing a ship that has a lot of space, a lot of
margins, the ability to adapt to missions by its space on deck, and under the deck for a modular or containerized
solutions, extra power to operate for what comes in the future, and the ability to adapt the platform through
further evolution of the design to take on different missions into the future.20
In short, a key reason the ship was chosen because it has the margins to host more capability. We should take
advantage of that.

Delivering more combat power
At a time when the ADF needs more combat power, the OPV is well placed to deliver. Defence should be seeking
to maximise its war-fighting potential. I’m not suggesting that each OPV should become a multi-role vessel or
advocating turning it into a mini ‘Death Star’ by going down the path of wanting it to do everything. Defence has
rigorously rejected scope creep in the OPV project and should be commended for doing do. That disciplined
approach should continue. But the design’s inherent potential offers much more capability, and realising that
potential can help address the challenges outlined above.21
The goal proposed here is to develop a range of variants, each optimised for a particular role, in large enough
numbers to allow the Navy and the ADF to explore operating concepts based on capabilities disaggregated across
platforms, rather than taking their traditional approach, which is to aggregate more and more capabilities into
individual platforms. It must be stressed that in this concept each OPV isn’t intended to operate alone in war
fighting, but as part of a team with other platforms with complementary capabilities. Equipped with a mature battle
management system, members of the team could feed each other sensor data and operate each other’s weapons,
and, with a mature common control system, they could hand off unmanned systems to each other as necessary.

AESA radar upgrade
A key element in realising the benefits of distributed operations is upgrading the OPV’s radar to an active
electronically scanned array (AESA). There are many capability advantages provided by AESA radars. Aside from
their enhanced ability to detect and track targets with lower probability of intercept and superior resistance to
jamming, AESA radars have huge potential in other areas. They can function as secure, high-bandwidth datalinks,
which is a particularly useful ability in distributed, networked operations. They can perform electronic warfare.
This includes electronic support (detecting and identifying emitters), but they also have the potential to perform
electronic attack, acting as a powerful directed-energy weapon to jam emitters such as the radars in anti-ship
missiles. AESA radars also have the potential to emulate other radars.22

The solution

The Navy already uses some of the world’s best AESA radars: CEA Technologies’ CEAFAR active phased-array radar
is already installed on the Anzac-class frigates to perform anti-ship missile defence. The class’s long-range air search
radar is currently being upgraded with CEA Technologies’ L-Band phased-array radar. CEA Technologies has also
been selected to provide the radars for the future frigate and for the Army’s air defence capability (Project LAND 19
Phase 7B).
There are many capability advantages to installing CEA Technologies’ CEAFAR radar on the OPV:
•

The technology is mature and has demonstrated world-leading performance.

•

The radar can be scaled down to fit smaller platforms, such as the OPV; as an illustration of this, a small,
vehicle-mounted variant has been developed for LAND 19 Phase 7B (Figure 4).

•

The radar is optimised to work with Saab’s combat system, installed across the fleet and on the OPV.

•

It would provide commonality across the fleet. Therefore, tactics, techniques and procedures could be shared
across multiple classes. Also, software enhancements could be rapidly installed across the fleet. There would
also be substantial commonality in training for the Navy’s warfare officers and combat system operators.

•

It has great potential for enhanced distributed operating concepts. For example, multiple OPVs using small
CEAFAR arrays could potentially act as a very large array.

•

There are also opportunities for deception or spoofing; most vessels in the team could operate their radars
passively, thereby being invisible, or they could even emulate friendly or adversary radars.

Figure 4: CEA Technologies’ phased-array radars are extremely scalable. This is a mock-up of a CEA Technologies’
tactical radar mounted on a Hawkei protected mobility vehicle.

Source: Defence Image Library, online.
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There are also economic advantages to installing CEA Technologies’ radar on the OPV fleet:
•

Since the technology is mature, the build of the radars could commence almost immediately, providing
economic stimulus to Australian defence industry.

•

While AESA radars have higher acquisition costs than traditional mechanically scanned radars, their whole-of-life
costs can be lower due to the absence of mechanical failures.

•

Since they’re software driven, upgrades don’t necessarily include the replacement of hardware.

•

It would also provide critical domestic industrial mass. Advanced active radars are part of one of the
government’s 10 sovereign industrial capability priorities, but they’re vulnerable to the disruption of supply
chains for computer chips, circuit boards and rare materials.23 By creating greater demand for the radars, there’s
greater incentive to develop indigenous supply chains less vulnerable to disruption.

•

Greater quantities create economies of scale for both domestic and export markets.

OPV VARIANTS

The following variants aren’t intended to be definitive but illustrate different concepts that should be analysed
and potentially pursued. In fact, the only limit on the potential uses of the OPV is our imaginations. To harness the
wisdom of the crowd, Defence should immediately invite essays, in both fiction and non-fiction form, exploring the
potential of the vessel.

Anti-surface warfare
Lürssen’s original reference design had four anti-ship missiles in two twin-packs between the superstructure
and funnel. Restoring and increasing them to two quad packs of anti-ship missiles would give the OPV as much
anti-ship strike capability as the Brisbane-class destroyers for a fraction of the cost. For a quick fix, existing Harpoon
launchers like those on the Brisbane and Anzac classes could be used, but the goal should be to install within a few
years a modern missile such as the Naval Strike Missile or even the Long-Range Anti-Ship Missile (LRASM), which is
already being acquired by the ADF (Figure 5).24
Figure 5: Independence-variant littoral combat ship USS Gabrielle Giffords (LCS 10) launches a Naval Strike Missile.
Advanced maritime strike missiles can be retrofitted to confined spaces on small vessels, turning them into potent
offensive platforms.

Source: The US Navy’s USS Gabrielle Giffords (LCS 10) launches a Naval Strike Missile, US Technology, online.
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The OPV’s strike capability could be supported by its UAVs providing an organic intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance and targeting capability. Alternatively, the flight deck could be used for a containerised launcher for
loitering kamikaze strike drones such as the Israeli Harpy, which could work in tandem with the strike missile against
both maritime and land targets.
Launchers could be installed even if they didn’t always contain missiles. Any adversary’s planning would then have
to take into account that any of our OPVs could have as much lethality as a destroyer. The constant possibility of
anti-ship ambush by a multitude of small surface combatants in archipelagic waters would certainly shape their
thinking and impose costs on their planning.

Antisubmarine warfare
Currently, the Navy has only three surface vessels equipped with a towed sonar array: its Hobart-class air warfare
destroyers. According to the three-for-one rule, only one may be deployable, and since its role will primarily be area
air-defence, it’s possible that the Navy may not have a single vessel equipped with a towed array that it can dedicate
to ASW. That situation won’t change until the first future frigate enters service around 2030, and then numbers will
increase only on the mechanical two-year drumbeat.
Figure 6: Modern modular towed sonar arrays can be installed on small combatants. Here’s a trial of Elbit subsidiary
GeoSpectrum’s TRAPS system, including its JackFish Projector, winch drum, receive array and tow cable, in a 20-foot
ISO container.

Source: Elbit Systems, online.

Equipping some OPVs with towed sonar arrays would deliver an immediate and substantial increase in the Navy’s
ASW capability. Miniaturisation has enabled the development of small, containerised solutions that can be installed
on small combatants (Figure 6). The OPV could also use its stern ramp to launch a small, potentially unmanned,
vessel that also deploys a towed array (Figure 7). Working in tandem with a dipping sonar deployed by a Seahawk
Romeo helicopter operating from a frigate, this sonar gang would immediately impose lethal dilemmas on an
adversary submarine.

OPV variants

Figure 7: Miniaturisation means that towed sonar arrays are now small enough to be installed on boats that can be
deployed from ships. Here’s GeoSpectrum’s TRAPS-USV system.

Source: Elbit Systems, online.

Depending on how much of the flight deck had to be sacrificed for the towed array, the variant could also carry UAVs
that drop miniaturised sonobuoys or even land on the water to function as sonobuoys.
In this concept, the OPV would primarily deploy sensors and would rely on other members of the swarm to deliver
an ASW weapon (such as a Seahawk Romeo maritime combat helicopter launched from a frigate or destroyer or
a P-8A maritime patrol aircraft), but it could in future be equipped with a containerised launcher for a missile that
carries and releases a lightweight antisubmarine torpedo, or even with swarming unmanned underwater vehicles
(UUVs) carrying ASW warheads.

Autonomous systems tender
This variant would be able to rapidly deliver and deploy numbers of small unmanned surface vehicles (USVs)
and UUVs, potentially to establish a sensor barrier. Autonomous USVs such as Ocius’s Bluebottle can tow small
sonar arrays. By employing AI, swarms of Bluebottles can form sensor barriers that react to threats in the most
efficient and effective way.25 While small USVs have limited power, they have virtually unlimited endurance.
Moreover, by aggregating their sensor data, they can cover a significantly greater area than a single traditional large
surface combatant.
After deploying the barrier, the OPV could then leave them to collect more USVs or UUVs, or loiter, either to conduct
maintenance on them or to protect them against harassment or other forms of interference. The standard OPV can
probably perform much of this role already; since two small USVs such as the Bluebottle can be carried in a 20-foot
container, a standard OPV can already carry 12, even before any modifications to increase its capacity.
This variant could also operate the ASW UAVs discussed above. It may be that through smart design a single variant
could do both roles.
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Air warfare variant
The main role of the air warfare variant would be to contribute to the defence of the team. The CEAFAR radar would
be essential in this role. Another option to explore would be installing early-warning radars, passive radars or radar
warning receivers on UAVs operated from the OPV’s flight deck.
The variant could be equipped with advanced passive missile defences such as the Nulka missile decoy. But
equipping it with a CEA Technologies radar would open a range of electronic warfare capabilities, such as jamming
and directed-energy techniques, or spoofing and deceiving, for example by emulating an air warfare destroyer or,
indeed, an adversary emitter.
This variant could also be equipped with air-defence missiles already in the ADF’s inventory. The Evolved
Seasparrow Missile (ESSM) could be launched from Mk 56 launchers installed on the side of bulkheads, removing
the need for significant reengineering that would accompany the installation of Mk 41 vertical launch cells under
the deck (Figure 8). Such installations have already been done on corvette-sized ships. Alternatively, a containerised
missile, like that being acquired for LAND 19 Phase 7B, could be used.
Figure 8: The Mk 56 launch system (the vertical tubes in the foreground) can be installed on deck or against
bulkheads, allowing small combatants to employ ESSMs without major modifications.

Source: Danish Task Group, online.

The air warfare variant could also focus on anti-drone missions, for example with systems that use radio frequencies
to jam drones, such as the USMC’s Light Marine Air Defense Integrated System, which has destroyed Iranian drones
at sea, or by exploring the use of the CEAFAR radar in that role.26

OPV variants

Mine warfare variant
Under project SEA 1778, the Navy is already exploring the use of deployable MCM systems that can be used from
vessels of opportunity, rather than requiring dedicated minehunting ships (Figure 9).27 It’s highly likely that Defence
is already planning on trialling these systems on the OPV in the next few years.
Figure 9: Navy and Defence Science and Technology Group personnel operating the Bluefin 9 autonomous
underwater vehicle from a mine countermeasure support boat during a project SEA 1778 equipment application
course. Such vehicles could be deployed directly from the OPV or from its boats.

Source: Defence Image Library, online.

In the last federal election campaign, the government stated that it wasn’t going to extend the life of the Navy’s
current minehunters. Instead, it would bring forward the build of new vessels under a new project, SEA 1905.28
Defence has informed ASPI that the OPV hull will be used for those ships:
[I]t is intended that at least two new mine warfare support vessels, based on a variant of the OPV being acquired
under SEA 1180 Phase 1, will be constructed at the Civmec Facility in Henderson, Western Australia.
Accompanying mine warfare equipment will be provided in a number of modular mission packages focused on
robotic and autonomous systems, enabling the conduct of mine countermeasures in a stand-off mode, rather
than within a minefield.
The ship will build on the inherent flexibility of the OPV design, focusing on the optimal employment of
embarked mission systems. This includes launch and recovery for off board systems, communication solutions
and data management.29
Also, the Minister for Defence has stated that ‘Defence is also investigating options to replace Navy’s current military
hydrographic survey capability. The scoping study included an option for a specialist vessel based on the OPV.’30
All OPV variants could also conduct offensive mine warfare by employing autonomous systems. For example, they
could launch smart swimmer mines from well outside key choke-points or areas of strategic interest, which can then
glide into position and wait until activated or relocate as necessary.
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Amphibious and riverine warfare and special forces operations
The OPV’s inherent capability could also address the Navy’s lack of an amphibious platform smaller than
16,000 tonnes. The Navy currently has 70,000 tonnes in amphibious shipping, but it is concentrated in only three
ships. However, the Army is planning to replace its ageing LCM-8 watercraft with a modern vessel under project
LAND 8710. Acquiring a vessel like Vigor and BMT’s Caimen-90, which has already been chosen by the US Army to
meet its Maneuver Support Vessel (Light) requirement, opens possibilities for small amphibious teams.31
The OPV already has room for 60 passengers in austere accommodation. Each one could deliver a platoon of
infantry or special forces, and a team consisting of three OPVs operating with light amphibious craft like the
Caimen-90 could support a company-sized combat team. With vastly improved range, speed and sea-keeping over
the Army’s current watercraft, the new light amphibious vessels could accompany the OPVs to deliver vehicles
such as the Hawkei protected mobility—light vehicle or the special forces’ SupaCat. The force would have organic
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance support in the form of UAVs operated from the OPVs. It would have
organic fire support from the OPV’s main gun and potentially from armed drones launched from the helicopter deck.
The lodged force could be resupplied by aerial or surface logistics drones from the ships.
Clearly, this isn’t the same kind of amphibious capability as the LHDs, but it would allow the ADF to quickly deploy
a company of light infantry for stabilisation, peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations in the near region
without the overhead and ‘footprint’ of an LHD. C-17A heavy airlift aircraft could deliver troops and supplies into
theatre, while the mixed OPV / light amphibious squadron could transport them within theatre. Such a squadron
could be frequently rotated though the South Pacific to train with our neighbours in both maritime constabulary
roles and light amphibious roles. The squadron would have the ability to quickly deploy a mixed team of Papua
New Guinea (PNG) and Australian police and army personnel anywhere along the coast of PNG in order to counter
anything from natural disasters to criminal gangs to state sponsored ‘grey zone’ operations.

Managing technical risk
As I’ve stressed, the intent of this proposal is to disaggregate capabilities across variants rather than create a single
class of multi-role vessel that attempts to do everything. The overall philosophy is to minimise technical risk by
reducing the amount of complex integration required on each platform. Platforms with fewer systems are generally
simpler and therefore easier and faster to design and manufacture
Some modifications would simply involve restoring design features to Lürssen’s reference design, such as missile
launchers. Others may require trade-offs and sacrifices. For example, installing a towed sonar array may involve
removing part of the flight deck or reducing space for unmanned systems. Modifications with excessive technical
risk wouldn’t be done, and the effects sought would be delivered by other platforms or by unmanned and
autonomous systems operated from the OPVs.
Defence and AMSEG already envisage a batch build process for the OPVs, with higher levels of Australian content
included in later batches.32 The approach in this proposal would be the same. The first batch of OPVs would be
those requiring the least modification. Earlier vessels would be delivered with few or no modifications, while more
extensive modifications (such as the installation of the CEAFAR radar) would be done on later vessels as design work
was completed and technical risk retired. They could be retrofitted to early ships during overhauls. Later batches
could potentially include design enhancements such as improved stealth that would be extremely beneficial in
anti-surface warfare, air warfare and special operations.

THE CONCEPT OF
OPERATIONS
Distributed lethality
As I’ve noted, under this concept an individual OPV isn’t intended to operate alone in high-end war fighting. Rather,
it’s intended to operate as part of a ‘swarm’ or team. Each OPV would host its own toolbox of a mini-swarm of
unmanned and autonomous systems, but the OPVs would also congregate to form larger teams as necessary. Under
a distributed operating concept such as CSBA’s mosaic warfare, the team would be enabled by AI, which would
propose the optimal make-up of the team as well as propose courses of action to its commander (Figure 10).
Figure 10: CSBA’s concept of mosaic warfare, in which AI supports the human commander by rapidly developing
courses of action employing context-specific mixes of manned and unmanned systems

Source: Bryan Clark, Daniel Patt, Harrison Schramm, Mosaic warfare: exploiting artificial intelligence and autonomous systems to
implement decision-centric operations, Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, Washington DC, 2020, viii, online.
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The team would probably include a frigate, if the team’s primary mission is ASW, for example. The swarm’s AI would
generate search patterns using the OPV’s towed array, its USVs’ smaller sonar array and the dipping sonar on the
frigate’s helicopter. It could also be supported by small, persistent USVs deployed by the OPV to create a responsive
sonar barrier. AI would also process the signals to locate the enemy submarine, and lethal weapons effects would be
delivered by the frigate’s helicopter.
In an environment with a high air threat, the team may include an air warfare destroyer that would use its SM-6
long-range air defence missile to provide a protective umbrella over the extended team. OPVs equipped with
advanced radars could contribute to the team’s situational awareness, and potentially contribute to cueing the SM-6.
At times, a large swarm could break up into smaller swarms to confuse the adversary and present them with
dilemmas. OPVs with sophisticated emitters could emulate other ships, both friendly and adversary, further
confusing the enemy. Many of the vessels and autonomous systems in the team could operate their sensors
passively, making it extremely difficult for the adversary to identify and target its elements. As noted, in the
surface warfare context, operating in archipelagic waters would become extremely perilous for adversary vessels
confronted by large numbers of OPVs equipped with sophisticated anti-ship missiles, relying primarily on passive
sensors and augmented by UAVs.

The transition to autonomy
It’s easier to envisage an autonomous vessel plugging into a swarm or team when it’s intended to perform a small
number of tasks, rather than replace a destroyer or frigate that does a broad range of tasks. In that sense, the OPV
can help the ADF work through the transition to a more autonomous future. In essence, an OPV in the team can
serve as a proxy for an autonomous system, allowing the ADF to develop its understanding of which tasks are more
suited to being performed autonomously, and which will continue to require humans.
As an example, in experimentation to develop concepts of distributed lethality, an anti-surface warfare version of
the OPV could serve as a proxy for an autonomous ‘arsenal’ ship equipped with large numbers of missiles, enabling
Defence to learn which tasks can be automated with acceptable levels of risk. That experimentation may determine
that in the near future some functions, such as operating sensors, processing and transmitting data, deploying
countermeasures, or launching weapons, could be done either autonomously or remotely from other manned
vessels. Conversely functions such as ensuring that propulsion systems keep functioning may still require a small
crew, but that crew could be deployed onto the vessel only when needed. We’ll only learn the answers through
intensive experimentation and the OPV will be an ideal platform for that.
In short, transitioning from the current state to a much more autonomous future may be easier if we go through
an intermediate stage of manned–unmanned teaming based on the OPV, in which that platform simultaneously
serves both as a manned warship and as a testbed for the development of autonomous technologies and operating
concepts. As more fully autonomous ships enter service, the OPVs can focus on tasks for which humans remain
essential, such as constabulary operations, or be reassigned to explore new, as yet unimagined roles.

A sovereign common control system
A key enabler of the mature system of distributed lethality is a common control system (CCS). At a basic level, the
CCS allows a human to control different kinds of machines with the same control system, avoiding a proliferation of
control systems. This is very advantageous if an OPV, or any other vessel, is operating different kinds of UAVs, USVs
and UUVs.
At a more advanced level, the CCS should allow a human to command multiple machines simultaneously, rather
than having individual humans directly controlling individual machines. The human commands, or signals their
intent, and the machine identifies ways to meet that intent. This is necessary to reduce the cognitive load on
operators orchestrating multiple vehicle missions. This applies the Australian way of fighting, termed ‘mission
command’, to autonomous systems.

The concept of operations

At the highest level of maturity, the CCS would employ AI to allow the distributed force to use all of its manned and
autonomous assets as effectively as possible by developing multiple, simultaneous, sense–decide–act pathways
that force decision dilemmas on an adversary attempting to counter them all.
The CCS would comprise the following components:
•

A common control language to allow human mission command of robotic and autonomous vehicles.
This includes the expression of task orders and courses of action and the sharing of situational awareness.

•

A common control protocol to allow the dynamic command and control of assets, ‘contracting’ them for a
particular mission and releasing them once it’s completed. This would include requests from the commander
for assets to perform missions and responses or ‘bids’ from autonomous assets to meet those requests.

•

A common spectrum management protocol to allow dynamic, full-spectrum control of sensors, communications
and weapons. The ability to continue to operate in denied, degraded, intermittent and limited communications
environments will be critical to success. This requires new AI-enabled technologies that autonomously manage
the electromagnetic and acoustic spectrum to ensure that systems have access to it when necessary, but only
when necessary.

•

Software bridges. While specific vehicles will have their own proprietary control systems, the development of
software bridges will suffice to achieve common control of those systems and allow mission command.

Just as the government identified Saab’s maritime combat system as a sovereign capability to be used on all classes
of vessels across the fleet, it should also define and develop the CCS as a sovereign capability. This sovereign
Australian approach would use a relatively open architecture, ensuring that Australian industry can supply Defence
with innovative autonomous systems, without being constrained by US architectures or restrictions on the sharing
of technology or intellectual property imposed by US International Traffic in Arms Regulations.

Numbers matter
Defence is acquiring 12 OPVs. That isn’t enough to allow the Navy to create OPV teams that enable it to develop and
put into practice concepts for distributed operations while still performing the OPV’s original constabulary role.
Numbers matter.
The challenge for the Navy is that it doesn’t have enough vessels to create distributed teams. With only 11 major
surface combatants (eight Anzac-class frigates and three Hobert-class air warfare destroyers) and no more coming
until at least 2030, it can’t regularly deploy more than four or five to sea. But if the OPVs can be part of war-fighting
teams, that number would increase. It would increase substantially if more OPVs were acquired.
An additional six OPVs would create a total of 18 to cover constabulary, anti-surface warfare, ASW and air warfare.
If we assume that SEA 1905 and SEA 2400 will acquire around a further six vessels based on the OPV hull to address
mine warfare and hydrography, the total class would look as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Indicative number of OPV variants
Variant

Number

Primary role

Secondary role

Role of opportunity

Anti-surface warfare

6

Anti-surface warfare

Constabulary

Light amphibious

Anti-submarine warfare

6

ASW

Autonomous systems tender

Constabulary

Air warfare

6

Air warfare

Constabulary

Light amphibious

Mine warfare / hydrography

6

Mine warfare /
hydrography

Rapid environmental
assessment

Light amphibious
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It’s likely that the vessels and their crews performing mine warfare and hydrography will be quite specialised and
largely dedicated to that task. However, if six of the 18 remaining OPVs were regularly assigned to constabulary
operations (noting that the individual vessels performing this role would regularly change, depending on availability
and operational requirements), that would provide substantial capacity for constabulary operations in combination
with the Navy’s two existing Cape-class patrol boats and the six additional Cape-class patrol boats that the
government recently announced.33 That would leave 12 OPVs available for war-fighting roles, doubling the number
of the Navy’s surface combatants.
Having a larger number of OPVs would provide the ADF with many more options across the spectrum of operations,
as well as sustain greater presence. It would allow Australia to rotate tailored teams through areas of strategic
interest, reinforcing our commitment to the region. James R Holmes has written:
Dispatching a single ship or compact flotilla has political clout so long as audiences know the combined weight
of the navy stands behind it … A small formation acts as a proxy for the navy as a whole. Small units, then, act as
symbols or tokens of political commitment as much as warfighting implements.34
One of the key lessons from analyses of Chinese grey-zone operations is that effective responses require presence.35
Having more vessels allows the Navy to sustain that presence, even if the vessels aren’t major combatants. An OPV
squadron tailored for UAV and USV surveillance could rotate frequently through the South Pacific, demonstrating
our commitment to support South Pacific nations’ sovereignty over their maritime resources, as well as
demonstrating to any external powers that we have a continuous presence in the region and will immediately
respond to their activities.
As I’ve discussed, a squadron tailored for light amphibious operations could work regularly with the PNG Defence
Force and police to practise rapid response to criminal disturbances or grey-zone interference. A squadron tailored
for anti-surface strike could regularly exercise with Southeast Asian nations such as Indonesia or Singapore. For
higher threat environments, the squadron could incorporate frigates and destroyers; for lower threat environments,
combinations of OPV variants could suffice.
This isn’t the solution for all time. And that’s one of its main advantages. It helps Defence and the Navy to bridge
some of the gaps they’re facing right now—to manned–unmanned teaming, to greater autonomy, to concepts of
operations that employ distributed lethality and swarming. As systems and platforms that are designed from the
ground up to operate autonomously come on line, the OPVs can be re-roled back to their original constabulary role
or to new, evolving functions.

DELIVERING THE
CAPABILITY
This section considers the schedule, basing, cost and personnel associated with delivering the expanded
OPV capability.

Schedule
Currently, three OPVs are under construction. The first is to be delivered in late 2021, with a subsequent drumbeat
of one vessel every nine months.36 In order to provide an economic stimulus and deliver capability sooner, an
additional production line could be established immediately to accelerate the drumbeat to one vessel every six
months. That would double the number of the Navy’s combat vessels by 2027 and result in a combined fleet of
29 Hobart-class destroyers, Anzac-class frigates and OPVs in service by 2030 (not counting the mine warfare /
hydrographic variants), before the first future frigate is operational.
Accelerating the build of additional OPVs is feasible. There’s little overlap between the minor war vessel program
centred in Western Australia and the future frigate and future submarine programs in South Australia and therefore
no competition for workforce.
The best option would be for Civmec to build more vessels at its large state-of-the-art facility in Henderson. Right
now, in Western Australia, the home of the minor war vessel program, there are only 364 workers directly involved
in the shipbuilding program, according to data provided by the Minister for Defence to the Senate in February
2020.37 This declines to 260 by 2025 and stays at that level through to 2030, based on currently approved programs.
Civmec can ramp up production by drawing on a large, skilled workforce without poaching from other shipbuilding
programs in other states.
If more capacity is needed (for example, for a future mine warfare variant), Lürssen and Civmec could potentially
establish a new production line in another state. That’s unlikely to be as efficient as building at Civmec’s digital
facility at Henderson, but it could be done. Most of Australia’s industrial centres aren’t being tapped by the
shipbuilding program. The numbers of workers planned to be involved in shipbuilding are even lower in other
states than in Western Australia (other than South Australia, of course). There’s currently a sum total of 79 workers
in Victoria and Tasmania directly involved in the shipbuilding program. That number will still be only 130 in 2025.
Queensland currently has zero, rising to 130 by 2025 and then falling to 100.
Moreover, the process for assembling the first two OPVs in Adelaide involves the steel being cut by Civmec in
Western Australia and shipped by road and rail to ASC’s shipyard in Adelaide. There’s no reason that the AMSEG
couldn’t work with an experienced engineering and construction company in another state to establish a second
production line—although it would likely not be as cost effective as doing it at Civmec’s Henderson facility.
Regardless of whether additional ships were built in Western Australia or another state, there would also be flow-on
effects to subcontractors in several states.38
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Basing
The government is currently investing $1.8 billion in facilities to support the OPV and the future frigate. While there’s
no public breakdown of that amount, a large part of it’s for the enhancement or replacement of wharves at Darwin
and Cairns to accommodate the OPV, which is much larger than the patrol boats it’s replacing. It also includes a
‘Ship Zero’ facility divided between HMAS Stirling and Henderson. Ship Zero includes:
facilities to accommodate high-level functions encompassing management, material sustainment, logistics
engineering, management of capability evolution, crew support, Class-specific training, professional skills
development and organisational learning, and procedural and tactical development.39
The business case for the OPV facilities presented to parliament doesn’t state how many vessels will be based at
which location. There are some opportunities to consider here.
The Navy’s mine warfare capability is currently located at HMAS Waterhen in Sydney Harbour. The facility is
cramped, with no possibility of expansion. The Navy’s hydrographic ships currently operate out of Cairns. Most
hydrographic functions are being outsourced to industry under Project SEA 2400, leaving only specialised military
hydrographic functions to be performed by Navy ships. As noted, the future MCM vessels will be based on the OPV
hulls, and this is also being considered for the hydrographic ships.
Relocating the Navy’s mine warfare capability to Cairns and co-locating it with the military hydrographic
function would:
•

reduce the Navy’s footprint in the Sydney basin, potentially freeing up space for functions that the Navy
absolutely needs to keep there

•

create synergies between the mine warfare and hydrographic variants of the OPV fleet, creating a critical mass of
personnel familiar with the use of unmanned and autonomous UUVs and USVs, underwater mapping, and so on

•

create synergies to support the Navy’s rapid environmental assessment capability

•

potentially allow for the establishment of a second OPV production line in Far North Queensland, building
the mine warfare and hydrographic variants (noting that it would probably not be as efficient as building at
Henderson); at the completion of the build, this industrial capability could transition to focus on sustainment of
the mine warfare and hydrographic capabilities.

The other OPV variants (ASW, anti-surface and air warfare) should be located in such a way that allows them to work
together to develop and practise distributed operating concepts, for example in squadrons consisting of one of each
subclass. One squadron could be based with the Navy’s frigates at HMAS Stirling to develop distributed operating
concepts incorporating major surface combatants as well as to have the opportunity to exercise ASW techniques
with the submarines, which are also based there. One squadron could be based in Cairns in order to work frequently
with the Army’s new fleet of watercraft (which will presumably continue to be based at Townsville) both to develop
light amphibious concepts and also to be able to deploy responsively into the South Pacific.
As I’ve discussed, having more vessels would give Defence the capacity to sustain greater presence in our region.
Basing in northern Australia would allow an OPV squadron to conduct extended rotations in the region in a similar
fashion to the USMC’s rotations through Darwin, potentially operating out of Singapore or even an Indonesian
naval base to enhance cooperation and interoperability with our neighbours. A combined OPV / light amphibious
squadron could do the same in the South Pacific. This would require infrastructure enhancements offshore, but not
deep maintenance facilities.

Delivering the capability

Cost
Everything comes with a price tag. Let’s put aside the mine warfare and hydrographical vessels, which presumably,
having been announced by the Prime Minister as an election commitment, have an identified funding line already.40
The budget for the currently planned 12 OPVs is $3.7 billion including contingency, which might not be required.
Depending on how much of that is fixed costs and how much is per unit costs, increasing the build to 18 would
increase that by around $1.5 billion to around $5.0–5.5 billion.
The big unknown, however, is the cost of enhancements to the ships. Many of the modifications to OPV variants can
leverage R&D that’s been done already in Australia, such as CEA Technologies’ radars, and additional modules from
Saab’s combat system. Those systems are already mature and in production. Furthermore, some of the weapons
that could be installed are already in the ADF inventory or are already being acquired, such as the ESSM and LRASM.
The acquisition of tactical unmanned aircraft for OPVs and frigates is already occurring under project SEA 129
Phase 5.
The upgrade of the eight Anzac-class frigates’ long-range air search radar with a phased array is costing $430 million.
That’s for a much larger array than could be integrated on a vessel the size of the OPV, so the OPVs would have a
substantially lower unit cost.
It seems reasonable to assume that significant enhancements to the 18 OPVs could be done for $1.5 billion,
particularly since the guiding principle is to minimise integration cost and risk by disaggregating capabilities
across platforms.
In short, this proposal would require around an additional $3 billion over the coming decade. In terms of cash
flow, that would average around $300 million each year. Compare that to the future submarine and future frigate
programs, which are likely to be spending $1.5 billion each a year for many years before their first vessels enter
service. Each future frigate will cost close to $3 billion and each submarine over $3 billion. The additional cost of
turning 12 constabulary vessels into 18 combat vessels is in the same order as one or at most two future frigates or
submarines. Moreover, it will deliver capability in the next few years, well before the future frigates and submarines.
Also, the investment will repay itself if it enables Defence to make more informed decisions about future force
structure. Rather than committing to nine future frigates now, it could make incremental decisions as its
understanding of distributed operations and autonomy develops.

Personnel
Crewing an increased number of OPVs with enhanced war-fighting abilities will be challenging. Let’s assume the
Navy already has a plan to crew the 12 OPVs it has ordered, and the crews for any mine warfare and hydrographic
vessels will transfer from the current capability with no additional net requirement.41 That still leaves a requirement
to crew six more vessels. In addition, all vessels will need crews with highly developed skills in areas of maritime
warfare. If we assume a base crew of 40 and double that to account for shore postings, there’s a base requirement of
around a further 500. But we also need to factor in personnel to operate more autonomous systems as well as the
more demanding operations room environment on all 18 vessels. So, potentially, around 1,000 additional personnel
could be needed to transform the original 12 OPVs intended for constabulary operations into 18 vessels to be used
in war fighting.
Over the past four years, the Navy’s uniformed personnel numbers have remained relatively static, hovering around
14,000, with only limited growth towards its 2016 Defence White Paper target of around 15,000. However, the Navy’s
workforce analysis suggests that it needs to reach a force of around 20,000 to operate the fleet contained in the
government’s shipbuilding plan. Is that possible?
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Adding another 1,000 personnel to the Navy’s workforce requirement may seem counterproductive, but it can be
viewed as short-term pain for long-term gain. In the longer term, greater use of autonomous systems offers the
Navy and Defence a path to address their personnel challenges and still deliver the increased capability the country
needs. In fact, short of instituting a draft, it’s hard to see any other way forward.
The concept presented in this paper proposes one way to move towards greater use of autonomous systems.
It gets there via an intermediate step of human–machine teaming and using a more capable OPV fleet to unders
and which functions can be automated in a concept of distributed lethality and which will still require humans in
any foreseeable future. So, there may be an increase in workforce initially but this will decrease over time.
Experimenting with the right mix of people and skills will be required in order to reach a more sustainable future.
That experimentation might even include putting a frigate up on blocks for several years and reassigning its crew
to OPVs—the Navy has had to do it anyway due to lack of crew.42 Those people could potentially crew three or four
OPVs, allowing the Navy to determine which approach delivers the better capability in different circumstances.

BROADER CAPABILITY
AND INDUSTRY
MEASURES
In this section, I move from the OPV itself to consider the key enabling technologies that are necessary to implement
distributed lethality and suggest how they too can be accelerated.

Stimulating Australia’s high-tech sector in the age of Covid-19
So far this proposal has focused primarily on the platform itself, but fully exploiting the potential of the OPV and
other manned and unmanned vessels to operate in distributed, lethal teams will require additional investment in
key enabling technologies.
Over the past several years, many joint research ventures have started up between Defence, universities and
industry that are essential to develop the technologies that will be at the core of future war fighting.43 Unfortunately
Covid-19 has hit Australia’s research universities hard, as the supply of overseas students has been cut with a
subsequent impact on revenue. Much of that revenue supported research. One can argue about whether the
universities’ funding model was sustainable in the longer term, but, in the shorter term, there’s no doubt that
research funding will dry up, with an inevitable impact on R&D outcomes.
It will be very important to mitigate the loss of research funding, and government investment can provide a rapid
stimulus to Australia’s high-tech sector. Without it, much of the progress made since the government’s defence
industry policy began in 2016 to build the technological base for greater indigenous innovation, more robust supply
chains and sovereign military capability will be lost.

Stimulating technological innovation
The technologies needed to support distributed maritime lethality include:
•

AI to support commanders through the rapid development of options to achieve missions as effectively and
efficiently as possible

•

unmanned and autonomous aerial, surface, and underwater systems

•

multistatic sonar processing so that the signals collected by multiple small sonar arrays can be aggregated

•

a sovereign common control system to enable multiple, simultaneous force options and realise distributed
lethality

•

secure communications and autonomous spectrum management for above and below the surface of the water

•

the CEAFAR radar, including its potential for electronic warfare

•

the collection, processing, and dissemination of large amounts of sensor data.

These are all essential investments that Defence must make to enable war fighting in the future, regardless of how
many OPVs it acquires.
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Theoretically, Defence should already be making this investment, since those technologies are included in its
technology and industry priorities. For example, the government’s Defence industrial capability plan lists 10 strategic
industrial capability priorities that
are operationally critical to the Defence mission; are priorities within the Integrated Investment Program
over the next three to five years; or need more dedicated monitoring, management and support due to their
industrial complexity, Government priority or requirements across multiple capability programs.
In addition to shipbuilding per se, at least three more of the 10 are required to enable distributed lethality in the
maritime environment:
•

enhanced active and passive phased array radar capability

•

advanced signal processing capability in electronic warfare, cyber and information security, and signature
management technologies and operations

•

surveillance and intelligence data collection, analysis and dissemination, and complex systems integration.44

Moreover, at least three of the eight Science, Technology and Research (STaR) Shots listed in Defence Science and
Technology’s recent strategy are relevant to the operating concepts and capabilities discussed here:
•

Agile command and control. Developing a force-level capability edge at all levels to understand, shape and
dominate the future multidomain battlespace.

•

Disruptive weapon effects. Delivering emerging and disruptive weapon capabilities for multidomain combat in
highly contested environments.

•

Remote undersea surveillance. Developing above/below water sensors, information processing, communication
and data fusion systems to provide remote surveillance of undersea environments over Australia’s area of
maritime responsibility.45

The technologies listed above are also identified by Defence’s two main innovation funds as priorities for
development: the Next Generation Technologies Fund administered by Defence Science and Technology
and the Innovation Hub administered by the Centre for Defence Industry Capacity for Strategic Policy and
Intelligence Group.46

Funding innovation—go hard, go early, go smart
In short, all of these technologies are ones that the government and Defence have recognised must be developed
for the ADF to succeed in future war fighting. But recognising their importance is one thing, providing the funding
to develop them is another—and finding a way to deliver them into service is a third. As ASPI analysis has previously
noted, the Next Generation Technologies Fund averages funding of $73 million per year and the Innovation Hub
averages $64 million. That’s only about one-third of 1% of Defence’s total annual budget and around 1% of its
capital budget.
ASPI has previously discussed ways to stimulate innovation in emergent technologies such as autonomous
systems.47 We’ve also argued that Defence needs to invest more in innovation and R&D.48 But greater investment in
these areas now can jump-start Australian defence industry after Covid-19.
Increasing the size of Defence’s innovation programs to 1% of Defence’s total budget, or around $400 million per
year, would be a good start. That funding could be drawn from Defence’s portfolio of major capital programs and
projects. For example, increased innovation funding for the systems that enable distributed lethality could be drawn
from the future frigate and submarine programs. In essence, this would require Defence’s capability managers to:
•

identify domestic technological innovations that are important to future war-fighting

•

direct their major acquisition projects to include R&D funding for those innovations in their budgets

•

identify a commercialisation pathway so that those technologies can be incorporated into the platforms and
systems being delivered by the major projects.

Broader capability and industry measures

This could potentially be done by appointing an innovation manager inside defence for each innovative proposal
who would be responsible for taking the innovation from good idea to in-service military capability. This role would
cut through stovepipes and stops proposals constantly having to jump process gates on that journey.
The government and Defence could use this increased funding to provide an immediate economic stimulus and
greater financial security to Australia’s research universities and high-tech sector. For example, Defence could fund
the next tier of highly rated Next Generation Technologies Fund and Innovation Hub funding applications; that is,
those that met the program’s criteria, addressed a priority technology and had a strong sponsor in Defence, but
simply missed out due to insufficient funding.
It could also cut through the process red tape and fund the next stage of development of innovation proposals that
are already underway. Rather than requiring innovators to reapply for subsequent stages of funding, it could provide
guarantees of ongoing funding to the most promising R&D proposals (provided developmental milestones are met),
allowing universities and small and medium-sized high-tech enterprises to provide greater certainty of employment
and research funding to staff.
Such internal endorsement would also act as a signal to private sources of investment. Australia’s compulsory
superannuation policy has created one of the largest sovereign wealth funds in the world (albeit privately held).
If capability managers identified important innovations and indicated clear pathways for their commercialisation
and acquisition by Defence’s major capital projects, this could attract early investment from this very large source
of capital, in particular funds that are looking to diversify from traditional resource sectors into high tech and
advanced manufacturing.
As part of these broader approaches, Defence should identify innovations that have immediate application to
distributed lethality and develop rapid pathways to install prototypes or low-rate initial production units on
early-build OPVs.

Other measures
There are of course many other measures that the government could consider to deliver maritime capability sooner
and enable Defence to transition to distributed and autonomous operating concepts. One would be to enter into a
cooperative program with the US Navy to develop, acquire and operate the Orca extra-large UUV (XLUUV). The Orca
could deliver a similar effect to the enhanced OPV but in the undersea space—an immediate, affordable capability
boost that will allow Defence to engage with distributed and autonomous technologies more actively, well before
the arrival of the future submarine.
The US Navy has already signed a contract with Boeing to deliver five Orcas, the first in FY 2020. Acquiring Orca
would give the ADF an undersea warfare boost in the near term, allowing it to explore forgotten arts such as
offensive mine warfare. The Orca could potentially work in a swarm with the ASW variant of the OPV, deploying ASW
sensors or UUVs. Early participation in the program could also open possibilities for Australian industry.
The US Navy is also exploring air-delivered offensive sea-mining techniques and technologies. The ADF could
explore this for a near-term, relatively low-cost asymmetric capability enhancement.
There are many other things that Defence could do with creative thinking. The government has given it a $200-billion
war chest to acquire capability, but Defence needs to find ways to use it to deliver distributed war-fighting
capability sooner.
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CONCLUDING
OBSERVATIONS
Some might ask, ‘What does this proposal mean for Defence’s planned manned, multi-role platforms, such as the
future frigates and submarines? Would we still get nine and twelve of them in addition to a large fleet of OPVs?’
The answer is, I don’t know. But how can anyone else know either? Two more relevant questions are ‘Why do we
privilege the hypothetical capability needs of the far future over our much more concrete capability needs now?
Why rule out a proposal now because it might affect a capability being delivered in the 2040s and 2050s?’ If that’s
our starting position, we have basically lost all perspective on the purpose of the ADF. The purpose of the ADF isn’t to
develop plans to replicate itself 25 years into the future. It’s to ‘Defend Australia and its national interests’ both now
and in the future.
This proposal isn’t a stalking horse to kill the future frigate or future submarine or to have the Navy make do with
something less. Rather, it’s part of a broad strategy of hedging against overcommitment and overinvestment in a
course of action that has significant risks. The distributed operating concept outlined here still includes frigates—
both the Anzac and Hunter classes—submarines, UUVs of all sizes, the air warfare destroyers, aircraft, autonomous
systems, space assets, and potentially even land-based long-range fires. The precise mix will vary by operation and
inevitably will vary over time.
As we see with the pandemic and its effects on the geopolitical and economic environment, it’s impossible to
predict the future, which is why we need hedging strategies, particularly if those strategies, like the one being
proposed here, have utility across a wide range of potential futures. Large, manned vessels may remain viable well
into the future or they may become obsolete before the future frigate program is completed. If the former, the Navy
still needs to be developing distributed operating concepts and the right mix of manned and unmanned platforms
that can implement them. If the latter, it’s better to start preparing for that future now.

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE AUSTRALIAN
GOVERNMENT
Recommendation 1
Increase the number of Arafura-class OPVs to be acquired through project SEA 1180 from 12 to 18 and accelerate
their delivery to two vessels per year.

Recommendation 2
Develop variants of the OPVs equipped with appropriate mixes of sensors, weapons and command and
communications systems, so that they can contribute to maritime and amphibious operating concepts
employing distributed lethality, with (indicatively) six each of the following variants:
•

an anti-surface warfare variant

•

an ASW variant

•

an air warfare variant.

Recommendation 3
Install an appropriately scaled version of CEA Technologies’ active electronically scanned array radar on the OPV
fleet so that it can effectively contribute to maritime operating concepts employing distributed lethality.

Recommendation 4
Equip the variants of the OPV fleet with appropriate mixes of unmanned and autonomous systems so that it can
effectively contribute to maritime and amphibious operating concepts employing distributed lethality.

Recommendation 5
Declare that there is a sovereign requirement for an Australian common control system that will:
•

standardise control of unmanned and autonomous systems

•

facilitate the integration of Australian-developed unmanned and autonomous systems into the combat cloud

•

allow for military commanders to rapidly develop multiple courses of action employing all available manned and
unmanned systems.

Recommendation 6
Use the OPV hull as the basis of the future mine warfare and military hydrography fleets (in addition to the 18 vessels
in Recommendation 1).
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Recommendation 7
Ensure that the basing and operating strategy for the enhanced OPV fleet supports extended rotations of squadrons
of OPVs through Southeast Asia and the South Pacific to reinforce partnerships, develop interoperability and
demonstrate greater presence and deterrence.

Recommendation 8
Increase the funding for Defence’s innovation programs (the Next Generation Technologies Fund and the Innovation
Hub) to at least 1% of Defence’s total budget or, indicatively, $400 million per year.

Recommendation 9
Provide an immediate stimulus and greater financial security to Australia’s research universities and high-tech
sector by using the funding in Recommendation 8 to:
•

fund innovation proposals for defence technology that were assessed as worthy but for which there was
previously insufficient funding

•

provide guarantees of ongoing funding to the most promising R&D proposals (provided developmental
milestones are met), allowing universities and high-tech small-to-medium enterprises to provide greater
certainty of employment and research funding to staff.
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Australian Defence Force

AESA

active electronically scanned array
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artificial intelligence

AMSEG Australian Maritime Shipbuilding & Export Group
ASW

antisubmarine warfare

CCS

common control system

CSBA

Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessment

ESSM

Evolved Seasparrow Missile

LHD

landing helicopter dock

LRASM Long-Range Anti-Ship Missile
MCM

mine countermeasures

OPV

offshore patrol vessel

PNG

Papua New Guinea

R&D

research and development

StaR

Science, Technology and Research

UAV

unmanned aerial vehicle

USMC

US Marine Corps

USV

unmanned surface vehicle

UUV

unmanned underwater vehicle

XLUUV extra-large unmanned underwater vehicle
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